We employ the circular-polarization-resolved magnetophotoluminescence technique to probe the spin character of electron and hole states in a GaAs/AlGaAs strongly coupled double-quantum-well system. The photoluminescence (PL) intensities of the lines associated with symmetric and antisymmetric electron states present clear out-of-phase oscillations between integer values of the filling factor ν and are caused by magnetic-field-induced changes in the population of occupied Landau levels near to the Fermi level of the system. Moreover, the degree of circular polarization of these emissions also exhibits the oscillatory behavior with increasing magnetic field. Both quantum oscillations observed in the PL intensities and in the degree of polarizations may be understood in terms of a simple single-particle approach model. The k · p method was used to calculate the photoluminescence peak energies and the degree of circular polarizations in the double-quantum-well structure as a function of the magnetic field. These calculations prove that the character of valence band states plays an important role in the determination of the degree of circular polarization and, thus, resulting in a magnetic-field-induced change of the polarization sign.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-layer electron systems are broadly used to explore electronic interaction effects due to a possibility of controlling the competition between intrawell and interwell electronelectron correlations. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] A simplest realization of a multiplelayer system is a double-quantum-well (DQW) structure consisting of two well layers separated by a barrier which provides an important parameter determining the relative contributions of these correlations. When this barrier size becomes narrow enough to enable the strong overlap between carrier wave functions in the bilayer wells, it is possible to control the populations in the symmetric (S) and antisymmetric (AS) subbands. The energy difference, defined as the SAS , can be tuned by changing either the barrier width or height which provides an additional degree of freedom to be explored in this structure.
Although DQW systems have been extensively studied in the literature, experimental investigations are mostly focused on investigation of the many-body effects by means of magnetotransport measurements, as seen in the above references. Inelastic light scattering has also been employed to investigate the interplay between the incompressible and compressible quantum phases of electron bilayers at total filling factor ν = 1. 8 However, and to the best of our knowledge, the polarization-resolved magnetophotoluminescence, which makes possible examining individual responses and populations of the S and AS Landau levels (LL) with different spins, was not yet performed in DQW. This technique can provide information about space and energy distribution of the charge and the spin over the entire electron system.
In a recent work, 7 we explored the strongly coupled GaAs/AlGaAs bilayer system in the range of high-quantized magnetic field, at the filling factor ν < 4, where the quantization of the in-plane kinetic energy results in a considerable interaction among electrons. In this case, the interaction effects lead to the magnetic-field-induced redistribution of charge over the Landau levels that produces the continuous formation of the charge density wave. In this article, we report on the study of polarization-resolved magnetophotoluminescence in the range of quantizing magnetic field, where correlation effects may still be considered negligible and, therefore, the behavior of the bilayer electron system can be accounted for by a single-electron approach. The magnetic-field-induced quantum oscillations of the photoluminescence (PL) intensity and of the degree of circular polarization (DCP) emitted by the S and AS sublevels were demonstrated and analyzed by using the k · p method. The role of the electrons and the holes in the observed PL emissions was elucidated.
II. EXPERIMENT
The sample studied here consists of two symmetrical remotely doped GaAs quantum wells with equal well widths, d = 14 nm, and separated by a Al 0.3 Ga 0.7 As barrier 1.4 nm wide. The high sheet electron density 9 × 10 11 cm −2 , as measured in Ref. 9, allows occupation of S and AS lowest minibands. Circularly polarized PL measurements were performed at base temperature T = 300 mK and in a 3 He cryostat with an applied magnetic field perpendicular to the sample surface. The circularly polarized PL spectrum originates from the recombination between electrons with m j = ±1/2 and holes m j = ±3/2, which occupy a set of lower Landau levels corresponding to the magnetic-field-induced quantization of S and to AS electron and hole states. In order to separate right (σ + ) and left (σ − ) circularly polarized components, a quarterwave plate and a linear polarizer setup were placed in front of the sample. The change between the circular polarizations was achieved by reversing the magnetic field direction. The resulting DCP can be determined according to the usual formula P σ = I + −I − I + +I − , where I + and I − are the integrated PL intensities measured in the σ + and σ − polarizations, respectively. It depends on the effective electron-hole (e-h) pair g factor g e-h = g e + g h , where g e and g h are the electron and hole g factors, respectively.
It should be mentioned that the magnetotransport properties of the sample studied here were extensively investigated in Refs. 9-13 where the reentrant quantum Hall effect, the anisotropic transport, the resonance magnetoresistance oscillations due to electron transitions across the gap between S and AS levels SAS , the effects of interlayer interference, and the microwave zero-resistance states were reported. The presented analysis of the circularly polarized magnetophotoluminescence in coupled bilayers adds important information on the spin character and the coupling between charged carriers which are inaccessible via transport measurements.
III. THEORY

A. Multiband calculation and band-coupling effects
A multiband k · p formalism was developed based on the standard Kohn-Luttinger and parabolic Hamiltonian models to probe the electronic structure of holes and electrons, respectively, in this AlGaAs/GaAs bilayer heterostructure.
By considering the coupling between heavy-hole (hh) (J = 3/2,j z = ±3/2) and the light-hole (lh) (J = 3/2,j z = ±1/2) carriers, where J and j z denote the band-edge Bloch angular momentum and its z component, the Hamiltonian for the valence band states can be described by
where H KL is the well-known 4 × 4 Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian which takes into account the anisotropic kinetic energy of the valence band carriers in zinc-blende crystals, the V ⊥ (z) is the vertical confining potential, and I is the 4 × 4 identity matrix. Within the multiband effective mass approximation, the kinetic energy of holes is described on the basis of comprised Bloch functions at the top of valence band ( 8 point), 
where
Here, m 0 is the electron rest mass, γ 1 , γ 2 , and γ 3 are the Luttinger-Kohn parameters defining the anisotropic effective masses and the coupling strength between heavy-and light-hole states. Also, A is the vector potential, which, in the Landau gauge, reads as
for a magnetic field applied along the growth direction, and which gives rise to a Zeeman energy term
Here, q and κ are the magnetic Kohn-Luttinger parameters which define g factors of holes and where the corresponding matrix elements are stated in the Appendix. The motion in the x direction is now just plane waves, while the y direction corresponds to a one-dimensional (1D) harmonic oscillator.
In terms of the raising and lowering operators for the 1D oscillator, the Landau eigenfunctions are easily found to be of the form
where n is the Landau-level index. Here, the subband eigenfunctions h s come from the exact solution of the double-square-well potential, taking into account the effective mass mismatch at the GaAs/AlGaAs interfaces (see Ref. 14) .
Since the double-quantum-well solutions give rise to symmetric and antisymmetric states, the Hilbert space of the hole wave functions h v (r) can be split into two orthogonal subspaces, with parities which can be compactly labeled as I and I I , according to the combination of quantum numbers s and s in each spinor component. Hence, the eigenvalue problem for the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2) can be solved independently for each class of states I and I I . Therefore, the kth-hole wave function (9) with parities I and I I can be written as a four-component Kohn-Luttinger spinor
where h i are subband functions and C i are linear combination constants defining the mixture of magnetic oscillator and vertical confining functions. By substituting the expanded wave functions [Eq. (10)] into the eigenvalue problem ( negative in a spinor component as, for example, for N = 0 the coefficients C 1 = C 2 = 0 and, then, leading to a completely uncoupled Landau-level solution. It is clear that the first uncoupled heavy-hole levels correspond to N = −1. Meanwhile, the heavy-hole levels with opposite spin orientations belong to the set of full coupled energy levels defined by N > 2, which gives rise to the anticrossings between energy levels shown in the inset of Fig. 1 .
We treat electrons within the parabolic Hamiltonian model in the effective mass approximation
where H 0 = a † a, H e Z = −gμJ z B, and I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. When spanned in the electron Bloch functions, we have a 2 × 2 diagonal matrix, the elements of which are shown in the Appendix:
The calculated Landau fanchart diagrams for S and As in the conduction and valence bands of the DQW structure are plotted in Fig. 1 . A quantum broadening for the Landau levels of 0.15 meV was taken into account in the Fermi-level calculation E F (B), and with electron parameters g e = −2.6 and effective mass m = 0.068m 0 . Both the electron g-factor values, renormalized by correlation effects, and the Landaulevel broadening were obtained from the magnetotransport measurements. 9 The best fit of the magnetic field values which match the filling factors corresponding to the polarization peaks was obtained by considering the sheet electron densities n S = 4.8 × 10 11 cm −2 and n AS = 4.4 × 10 11 cm −2 occupying the lowest S and AS levels, respectively.
B. Hole-electron contributions to polarization
In order to determine the DCP, from the theoretical point of view, we must obtain hole and electron occupancies for their corresponding ground states once their product is proportional to the PL intensities. By solving a set of rate equations involving thermal transition processes between the energy states nearest to the top of the valence band, we get
and ζ h = τ/τ h s is the ratio between τ , the optical recombination time, and the spin-flip time for holes τ h s . Here, the indices α label the S and AS states whereas ± accounts for the spin-up and -down orientations. Finally, K B is the Boltzmann constant, and α h is the Zeeman energy splitting of heavy-hole levels with the same symmetry. In terms of the hole densities, the spin polarization for the S and AS hole states can be written as
It is a fact that with the increasing magnetic field, a gradual occupancy of states occurs and it is reflected in the modification of the electron density. Reducing the rate equations for decaying and thermal transition processes for electron yields
where f + and f − describe the occupancy of the topmost spinsplit levels (fully or partially occupied). Thus, f + = Frac(ν) (fractional part) and f − = 1, with ν the filling factor. Here, α e is the Zeeman energy splitting of the electron levels with the same symmetry and ζ e = τ/τ e s with τ e s being the spin-flip time for electrons. Naturally, the particular electron polarization for S and AS states is defined by an expression similar to Eq. (15) .
The full polarization turns out a combination of the electron and hole densities
It is clear that, in the absence of electron polarization (n + α = n − α ), the resulting polarization reduces to the spin polarization of the hole states in Eq. (15) . Restricted to the criterion for f + and f − , we can obtain the symmetric and antisymmetric polarizations, respectively, in the domains (B 4i+1 + 2,B 4i ) and (B 4i+3 + 2,B 4i+2 ) with B i = B 0 i+1 . Figure 2 shows the σ + and σ − PL spectra components measured at 4 T, where the indices S and AS indicate the emissions after recombination between electrons and holes with the same symmetric and antisymmetric parities, respectively. The S and AS contributions were extracted using two Gaussian fits. From these PL spectra we found the energy difference between symmetric-antisymmetric e-h pair 125415-3 states SAS = 3.6 and 2.9 meV for σ + and σ − , respectively. Due to the high effective mass value for the heavy holes when compared to the electron mass, the main contribution to the gap SAS comes from electrons. In the absence of the magnetic field, the symmetric-antisymmetric gap for holes is estimated as SAS = 0.15 meV. The e-h pair SAS value is found somewhat smaller than the values obtained in magnetotransport measurements ( SAS = 3.8 meV) (Refs. 9 and 10) and and in the calculation ( SAS = 4.2 meV).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The spectral evolutions of the PL intensity and energy peak position from the strongly coupled DQW are shown by the color-coded maps for σ + [Fig. 3(a) ] and σ − [Fig. 3(b) ] polarizations as a function of the magnetic field up to 18 T. The four observed PL lines with σ + and σ − polarizations are originated from e-h recombination between states with S and AS symmetries and with different spins in order to satisfy the dipole transition selection rules S = ±1, respectively. Continuous lines in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) show the behavior of the PL peak energy expected with the increasing magnetic field, when the Zeeman effect is considered. For magnetic field values corresponding to the filling factor ν < 4, the energies of σ + and σ − polarized emissions deviate from this expected linear dependence. Moreover, in the high magnetic field range, the gap energy SAS decreases and the S and AS lines merge into a single asymmetric PL line. As demonstrated in Ref. 7, such behavior is caused by many-body correlations which become more relevant in the limit of high magnetic fields. In this study, we have focused our attention on the regime ν > 4, when correlation effects become negligible and, therefore, the single-electron approximation used here is still valid.
The detailed magnetic field behaviors of σ + and σ − integrated PL intensities of polarized emissions are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) . Apparent out-of-phase oscillations of these intensity emissions, attributed to transitions between S and AS levels in the DQW structure, were observed with the increasing magnetic field. These oscillations take place at integer filling factors and they are of the same origin as the magnetoresistance (Shubnikov-de Haas) oscillations observed in magnetotransport. They are caused by the magnetic-fieldinduced quantization of the carrier energies when the magnetic field induces changes in the occupancy of the LLs below the Fermi level. The appearance of the contraphase oscillations of the S and AS intensity emissions is a direct manifestation of the negligibly small symmetric-to-antisymmetric electron scattering. Thus, the S and AS PL emissions are found to be uncoupled, which agrees with similar conclusions recently reported in transport measurements in Ref. 15 . Moreover, the oscillations of the PL intensities occur with reference to an average intensity (shown by dashed lines in Fig. 4 ) of S and AS populations since the total density of electrons in the DQW remains constant, while the magnetic field increase causes the redistribution of the electron density over the S-and AS-occupied Landau levels. It should be mentioned that the oscillations of integrated magnetophotoluminescence intensities have been previously observed in single quantum wells. [16] [17] [18] The important difference between a single and a DQW is the formation of a two-component electron system where the S and AS subsystems emit independently.
The DCP determined according to Eq. (1) for the S and AS PL emissions are represented by dots in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively, and also exhibits an oscillatory behavior with increasing magnetic field. The maxima of DCP are observed at integer filling factors ν. As in the case of the PL intensities discussed above, the peaks of the PL polarization are due to discrete structure of the LLs formed in the conduction band of the bilayer system. Again, the peaks of the DCP associated with the S and AS e-h recombinations take place at different filling factors, which is a consequence of the independent S and AS emissions. The peaks in the circular polarization correspond to odd filling factors ν = 4N ± 1 where N is the LL index and + or − holds for recombination between S and AS states, whereas, at the even filling factors, the electron states are expected to be unpolarized and the total DCP must be completely defined by polarization of the hole states. As stated above, the observed circular polarizations of the PL emissions are associated with the recombinations of e-h pairs with the effective g factor, which have the contributions from electrons and holes. In the calculations of the DCP, we took into account the ground-state heavy holes recombining with the electrons and following strict electric dipole selection rules. In the weak magnetic field range, as shown in Fig. 1 , the dependence of the energy of the heavy-hole spin-up valence band states is nonlinear. This results in a crossing between the S spin-up and spin-down heavy-hole energies at the magnetic field near 3 T at the filling factor about ν = 15, whereas no crossing was observed between the AS heavy-hole LL energies. In the inset in Fig. 1 , a zoom on the corresponding heavy-hole energies as functions of the filling factor is shown. At the crossing point, as indicated by the arrow in the inset, the contribution of the S heavy holes to the optical polarization changes sign from positive in lower magnetic fields to negative in higher magnetic fields. 19 Dashed lines in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show the calculated total spin polarizations of S and AS heavy holes, while solid lines correspond to the total optical polarizations. Indeed, the DCP minima attributed to the transitions between the S states reveal inversion of the sign at the filling factor about ν = 15, indicated by the arrow in Fig. 5(a) , while the DCP minima measured for the AS states remain negative in all range of magnetic field, as predicted by the calculations. Thus, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 , our calculations reproduce reasonably well the observed magneto-optical oscillations of the DCP, especially at low filling factors, when the LLs are well separated from each other.
V. CONCLUSION
We observed quantum magneto-oscillations of the PL intensities and of the degree of circular polarization associated with the discrete structure of the symmetric and antisymmetric subbands formed in the GaAs/AlGaAs strongly coupled DQW structure in both conduction and valence bands. The distributions of charge and spin over the conduction and valence bands were investigated. Our results show that the symmetric and antisymmetric e-h pair recombinations take place independently. According to the calculations, the polarization of the holes due to the Zeeman splitting varies monotonically with the magnetic field. The contribution of the heavy holes is responsible for the change in the sign of the PL polarization associated with S states. In turn, the magnetic-field-driven occupancy of the symmetric and antisymmetric conduction band states leads to out-of-phase oscillations of the S and AS emissions between integer filling factors. This confirms that the modulation of structural parameters in nanostructures affects the coupling between heavy-and light-hole subbands [20] [21] [22] that, in turn, influences the DCP variation with magnetic field. Thus, we demonstrate that the valence band states play an important role in the circular polarization of the PL emissions in GaAs/AlGaAs strongly coupled DQW structures.
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s,s δ n,n δ s,s ± 1 2 g 1 ϑ (1) s,s + g 2 ϑ (2) s,s Bμδ n,n δ s,s ,
where α = e/h, τ =h 2 /m 0 . Here, the energy spectrum of the subbands (e,h) s,s was obtained from the transcendental equation, 14 as well subband matrix elements were calculated through numerical integrals, explicitly, for each material region (j = 1-barriers and 2-wells) ( 
whereÂ = 1, −ı∂ z , respectively for p,p = p|Â|p = ϑ p,p , θ p,p . It also holds that λ i p,p = λ i1
(1) p,p + λ i2
where λ ij are combinations of [100]-direction Kohn-Luttinger parameters: λ 1j = 1 2 (γ 1j + γ 2j ),λ 3j = 1 2 (γ 1j − γ 2j ), and λ 5j =
